Thank you for your interest in submitting a nomination for the ISE® Awards!
FORM INFORMATION

This form is only for project category nomination submissions.
This form is only for ISE® East, ISE® Central and ISE® West Awards.

(ISE® North America nominations are submitted on a separate form.)

CRITERIA
Ensure you review the criteria for nominees on our website prior to submission:
https://ten-inc.com/ise/nominations_criteria.asp

NO DUPLICATE SUBMISSIONS
Only one form will be accepted per nominee, and only the first form that is received will be
considered for nominations. Forms displaying duplicate information (outside of basic contact
details) will not be considered valid. “Duplicate information” is determined at the discretion of
the T.E.N. team.

STATEMENT OF CONFIDENTIALITY
This statement confirms that the contents of nominations forms for both Information Security
Executive® of the Year and ISE® Project of the Year submissions in all regions and ISE® North
America will not be published or shared publicly at any time. Nomination forms are viewed only
by select members of the T.E.N. Team during processing and our distinguished ISE® Judges
during evaluation. All team members and judges are bound by a verbal confidentiality
agreement, which prohibits publishing, sharing or discussing any contents of the nomination
form outside of the judges’ proceedings.

SUBMISSION EMAIL:
Please submit your completed nomination form to:
Kimberly Martin
Sr. Director of Corporate Communications & ISE® Nominations
kmartin@ten-inc.com
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EVENT SELECTION
Please indicate the region for your submission.
ISE® East

ISE® Central

ISE® West

ISE® NORTH AMERICA RESUBMISSION
All regional level participants have the option to resubmit for our ISE® North America program,
which recognizes executives and project from across the U.S. and Canada. Unique to this program,
nominations are further evaluated within industry classifications, such as Academic/Public,
Commercial, Financial and Health Care.
If you wish to participate in this program with this nomination, you do not have to create an
additional nomination form. Simply make the appropriate selection below and you will be
resubmitted for the ISE® North America program if applicable.
I would like to resubmit this nomination for the ISE® North America Awards.
I would prefer to submit at the regional level only.
I’m not sure yet; ask me again in a few months.
Please note that when resubmitted, this exact nomination form (including contact details) will be used to enter the
ISE® North America Awards. T.E.N. will attempt to contact you closer to ISE® North America to reconfirm contact
details; please ensure these details as requested on the following pages are correct.

NOMINEE/NOMINATOR DECLARATION (REQUIRED)
By submitting this form, I believe that the information I have provided is correct to the best of my
knowledge. I authorize the release and use of any and all materials furnished in the nomination
form for the purposes of evaluation and judging.
I understand that the nominee bio and photo submitted on this nomination form will be displayed
on the T.E.N. website and may be used in publicity related to the ISE® Awards; and that all other
information will be treated as confidential.
Electronic submission of the form indicates the terms and conditions of this nomination form are accepted. Either
the nominee OR nominator may authorize this form. Forms missing the below agreement will not be accepted.

✔ I as the nominee/nominator agree to the above statement.
Date: 8/1/2021
Please provide in M/D/YYYY format.
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PROJECT EXECUTIVE SPONSOR INFORMATION
Please ensure all information provided is correct. The name, title, and company information will
be listed on all promotional materials and potential awards exactly as provided in this form.
(Reminder: An Executive Sponsor is a CSO, CISO, CTO, CIO, vice president, or director from IT, networking
or security departments who attests to the facts submitted in the nomination form.)
* Required

*First Name: Jean
*First Name Phonetic Pronunciation: GEE-n
*Last Name: Fischbach
*Last Name Phonetic Pronunciation: FISH-bach
*Title: CISO
*Company/Organization: US Healthcare Corporation
*Mailing Address: 1234 Clover Plaza
(No PO boxes; this mailing address will be used to mail any awards to the nominee; please ensure it is accurate.)

*City: Example
*State: NY
*ZIP: 10019
*Office Phone: 212-123-4567
Mobile Phone: 212-456-7890
(Mobile Phone optional; however, it will be used for on-site contact purposes the day of the Awards Gala and is
critical to providing day-of updates and changes to the event via text.)

*Corporate Email: Jfischbach@example.com
LinkedIn Profile URL: https://www.linkedin.com/example
(LinkedIn Profile URL optional, but is helpful for tagging the nominee in any social posts about their nomination.)

Assistant’s Name: Helen Mirren
Assistant’s Phone: 212-789-1234
Assistant’s Email: hmirren@example.com
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NOMINATOR CONTACT INFORMATION
If you are self-nominating and this information is the same as the Nominee Contact Information, you may
skip this section.

First Name: Rebecca
Last Name: Black
Title: VP of Sales
Company/Organization: Friday Security
City: Example
State: CA
ZIP: 52019
Office Phone: 408-123-4567
Mobile Phone: 408-456-7890
Corporate Email: rblack@example.com

NOMINEE PUBLIC RELATIONS CONTACT INFORMATION
If the nominee does not have a public relations representative to notify, you may skip this section.

First Name: Matthew
Last Name: Mercer
Title: Director of Public Relations
Company/Organization: US Healthcare Corporation
City: Example
State: NY
ZIP: 10019
Office Phone: 408-123-4567
Mobile Phone: 408-456-7890
Corporate Email: mmercer@example.com
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OTHER IMPORTANT CONTACT INFORMATION
Please use this section to provide up to three (3) other contacts who should be cc’d on communications
regarding the nomination, such as team members, additional admins, etc. If you have none, you may skip
this section.

First Name: Ashley
Last Name: Johnson
Corporate Email: ajohnson@example.com

First Name: Sam
Last Name: O'Brien
Corporate Email: sobrien@example.com

First Name: Hugh
Last Name: Jackson
Corporate Email: hjackson@example.com
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PROJECT NOMINEE: BACKGROUND INFORMATION
IMPORTANT: Only the company logo, executive sponsor, team members, and project description will be included on
the ISE® Programs website and in promotional materials. All other information provided in the nomination form
will be treated as confidential.

COMPANY LOGO
Please provide a link to download the company logo:

https://about.google/brand-resource-center/brand-elements/
Logo minimum height: 800 pixels; .PNG or .EPS preferred.

If no link to download the logo is available, please check the below box to indicate you will be attaching
the logo with your submitted form.
I will be attaching the company logo to my submission email.

PROJECT TEAM MEMBERS

Please list all team members in the following format: Name, Title. Please use a line break for each team
member added. Text field will scroll if text extends beyond the bounds of the box.

Kevin Becker Project Manager
Kerry Brown, Infrastructure Manager
Nancy Careenie, Deployment Manager
Vijay Shacravarra, Lead Engineer
Travis Folson, Systems Engineer
Mary Fend, Integration Manager
Christopher Graham, Security Architect
Herbie Jones, Security Consultant
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COMPANY/ORGANIZATION: GENERAL DETAILS

As a reminder, information contained in this form is treated as confidential.

What is the nominee company’s/organization’s URL?

www.ushealth.com
Provide a brief description of the company’s/organization’s products or services.

1,000 character limit; includes spaces.

US Healthcare Corporation is the nation's leading provider of healthcare services, composed of locally
managed facilities that include 157 hospitals and 101 freestanding surgery centers in 25 states and
the United Kingdom. At its founding in 1971, US Healthcare Corporation was one of the nation's first
hospital companies.

What is the total revenue of the nominee’s company/organization?
Less than $500M

$500M - $1B

>$1B - $50B

>$50B - $100B

Greater than $100B

Cannot Disclose

Please note: You may choose “Cannot Disclose” if necessary, but it is not encouraged; this information provides
judges with insight into the scope of responsibility.

What is the total number of employees in the nominee’s company/organization?
Less than 10K

10K - 50K

>50K - 100K

Greater than 100K

Please indicate the nominee company’s/organization’s industry.
Health Care (Payer/Payee)

If you selected “Other,” please specify:
Does the nominee’s company/organization have a national or global presence?
National

Global
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COMPANY/ORGANIZATION: INFORMATION SECURITY DEPARTMENT INFORMATION
As a reminder, information contained in this form is treated as confidential.

What is the total annual budget for Information Security at the nominee’s company/organization?
Less than $1M

$1M - $25M

Greater than $50M

Cannot Disclose

>$25M - $50M

Please note: You may choose “Cannot Disclose” if necessary, but it is not encouraged; this information provides
judges with insight into the scope of responsibility.

What percentage of the IT budget does this amount represent, if any?
If the Information Security budget is separate from the IT budget, you may write “none” or “0%.”

5%
How many employees are in the Information Security Department (national and global)?
0-10

11-30

76-150

More than 150

31-75

Is the nominee company’s/organization’s Information Security Department a part of the IT
Department? If not, please share which department it is under.
Yes, it is part of the IT Department.
No, it is part of:
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PROJECT NOMINEE: LONG FORM RESPONSES
INSTRUCTIONS:
•

•
•
•

There is a 10,000 character limit (between 1,500-2,500 words, including spaces) per long
form question unless otherwise indicated. Text fields will scroll if text extends beyond the
bounds of the box.
Rich text (bold, italics, underline) is permitted. Line breaks are permitted.
Please do not include URLS within long form answers; a space will be provided at the
end of each long form question where up to two (2) URLs may be included.
Absolutely no embedded images or files are permitted.

PROJECT OVERVIEW: THE BASICS
What is the project name?

200 character limit, including spaces.

Revolutionary Endpoint Encryption

Provide a brief, high-level description of the project.
1,000 character limit, including spaces.

With regulatory requirement mandates, such as the HITECH Act, driving additional
consequences and penalties, US Healthcare Corporation had to implement a strong and
flexible data protection solution for thousands of endpoints, including mobile devices and
removable media, to be compliant. Due to the vast amount of confidential medical information
and patient records that pass through US Healthcare Corporation centers and satellite offices, a
top Endpoint
initiative
undertaken
was to end
secure
and patient
When
did theEncryption
project begin?
When
did the project
(or,allifhealthcare
ongoing, when
was the most
information.
recent, significant milestone completed)?

5,000 character limit, including spaces.

The project began in April of 20XX and ended November 20XX. The most recent milestone was
accomplished in 2021 post-pandemic...
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PROJECT OVERVIEW: DETAILS
Describe the numbers of users the project supports/protects at a national level and, if
applicable, the number of users the project supports/protects on a global level.
The project supports 65,000 users across 5 hospitals and 2 satellite offices, including physicians, nurses,
clinical staff, executive management, and administrative/support staff. This includes locations both in the
United States and the United Kingdom....

You may include up to two (2) URLs related to this response. Images, documents, and PDFs only. No
other file types, including videos, will be permitted. All URLs will be screened.
URL: https://www.examplelink.com/
URL: https://www.examplelink.com/
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PROJECT OVERVIEW: DETAILS (CONTINUED)
Describe the approximate budget for the project, the tools/technology that was
implemented for this project, and why you chose the tools/technology.
The budget for the project was $2.5 Million.
US Healthcare Corporation implemented SBS Encryption for Healthcare because it provided extensive
data and device encryption capabilities; centralized policy administration and self-contained key
management; device management; and advanced reporting capabilities. The system was chosen
because it provided a unique policy based approach to encryption that tailored the solution to our
specific needs, while minimizing impact to end users and business workflows. The solution encrypts data
on laptops, desktops, tablets, CDs, DVDs, USB drives, and any other removable media.

You may include up to two (2) URLs related to this response. Images, documents, and PDFs only. No
other file types, including videos, will be permitted. All URLs will be screened.
URL: https://www.examplelink.com/
URL: https://www.examplelink.com/
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PROJECT GOALS & IMPLEMENTATION
What were the problems or challenges that this project was created to solve? What were
the project’s goals in addressing these difficulties?
Unencrypted systems pose a high risk to US Healthcare Corporation due to the potential to expose
protected health information (PHI), confidential information, and personal identifiable information (PII)
in the event of theft or loss. HIPAA/HITECH and state regulations require health providers to protect PHI
and PII, and impose costly penalties if the lost or stolen device was not encrypted. US Healthcare
Corporation identified six business issues/challenges:
-Protect PHI and PII
-Demonstrate compliance with HIPAA/HITECH and state regulations
-Prevent costly data breaches
-Secure devices without hindering employee productivity, impacting patient care or impacting the
installed base of healthcare applications and modalities
-Accommodate various device types, OS builds, and hardware platforms
-Scale to meet future needs
The overall goal of the Revolutionary Endpoint Encryption project was to reduce the risk of a breach
caused by the loss or theft of a device. Specific goals included:
-Design, test and deploy a centrally managed endpoint encryption system within 9 months
-Achieve full disk encryption to more than 60,000 endpoints
-Encryption all USB and external media
-Promote the normal flow of business and support patient care

You may include up to two (2) URLs related to this response. Images, documents, and PDFs only. No
other file types, including videos, will be permitted. All URLs will be screened.
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URL: https://www.examplelink.com/
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PROJECT GOALS & IMPLEMENTATION (CONTINUED)
How was the project implemented to solve the problems and challenges described in the
previous question?
The project was initiated to encrypt all desktops, laptops and any USB attached portable media across
the entire organization. The project team had to deal with a very complex environment to deploy this
solution. Over 1500 applications needed to be tested for compatibility with the encryption software.
These applications were managed by five different IT organizations and dozens of business units.
Impacting an application can be a serious risk to providing patient care, so testing had to be carefully
coordinated. The deployment strategy also had to take into account the sensitivity of the devices, rolling
out larger numbers of office devices and smaller numbers of clinical devices at a time to ensure
appropriate resources were available should any issue arise.
US Healthcare began the endpoint encryption deployment by first identifying all laptops and other
transportable medical devices in its IT environment. Then the company validated that endpoint
encryption integrated well with its standard workstation and laptop images, and overall IT environment.
Effective communication is essential to any project and it was especially true in this case. Regarded as a
major factor in the project's success, communication planning and execution was handled in a
systematic and collaborative fashion. Once we identified the order of deployment groups for encrypting
our inventory of transportable laptops and devices, we began a detailed communications campaign with
employees and staff. The campaign involved presenting during CFO and facility-level administration
meetings to ensure everyone was aware of the deployment and how it might affect their work. The
campaign also involved sending letters to each employee the week before deployment, two days prior to
deployment, and the day of deployment with detailed procedure documentation, to minimize impact on
employees' day-to-day work.

You may include up to two (2) URLs related to this response. Images, documents, and PDFs only. No
other file types, including videos, will be permitted. All URLs will be screened.
URL: https://www.examplelink.com/
URL: https://www.examplelink.com/
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PROJECT MEASURABLE RESULTS/IMPACT
Provide impactful and measurable results of the project. Did it solve/is it solving the
problems/challenges?
The Revolutionary Endpoint Encryption project has been highly successful on several fronts. First, it
caused minimum impact on our primary business of providing care. In most cases, the end users did
not even know that the encryption had occurred. For the USB encryption, we needed to train the users
in a new process. An additional benefit came as we understood the uses of USB encryption, and through
educating the users on appropriate use, we were able to find more secure alternatives to using USBs
including network storage and backup.
A primary benefit of the project is that we have been able to verify that all devices that have been lost or
stolen since the deployment have been encrypted. And since the solution is FIPS 140-2 certified, we have
been able to avoid any reportable incidents as this provides us safe harbor from data breach penalties
under HIPAA and state data privacy laws. The total cost of the project was significantly less than the cost
of remediating a potential breach.

You may include up to two (2) URLs related to this response. Images, documents, and PDFs only. No
other file types, including videos, will be permitted. All URLs will be screened.
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WHY SHOULD THIS PROJECT WIN?
Why do you think this project should win?

TIPS: What can other teams or organizations learn from this project? What sort of impact does it have on your
company’s/organization’s future? On the information security industry? What sets this project apart from all others?

US Healthcare Corporation identified a security risk of the potential to lose data from lost or stolen
devices. We then identified a product to mitigate this risk, designed a solution, and implemented the
solution across a heterogeneous environment, with decentralized IT organizations, on systems running
both IT and business managed applications, within various management hierarchies. We successfully
implemented the solution to over 90 percent of our devices in 4 months. We completed the Phase I
deployment in just 9 months, and rolled right into Phase II, deploying USB encryption to the same
endpoint devices. This left the organization with all end-point devices encrypted for both local data, and
any data copied off the devices. This has significantly lowered our risk posture, and addressed the top
three types of HIPAA incidents. (Stolen laptop, stolen portable hard drive, and lost/stolen USB thumb
drive) This provides US Healthcare Corporation with Safe Harbor from reportable incidents per the
HIPAA Privacy Rule.

You may include up to two (2) URLs related to this response. Images, documents, and PDFs only. No
other file types, including videos, will be permitted. All URLs will be screened.
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NEXT STEPS
Your nomination form is now complete!
QUICK CHECKLIST
•

Please double-check that you have answered all questions in full and completed the
resubmission selection and declaration on Page 2.

•

If you did not provide a link to download the nominee’s headshot, please ensure you attach
it with your submission.

•

Please submit your completed form as an attachment to Kimberly Martin at kmartin@teninc.com.

COMING UP
•

Upon submission, a T.E.N. team member will confirm receipt of the completed nomination
form and photo. If you do not receive this confirmation within 24 hours of submission (or by
5pm ET on Monday, if submitted on a Friday), please email info@ten-inc.com letting us know.

•

Following the submission deadline, an email will be sent to the nominee, nominator, PR
contact and any additional contacts provided with official congratulations, further instructions
on registrations, and more. Please look forward to this email and review it carefully!

•

Certain nominees may receive an additional email following the judges’ meeting requesting
they present an ISE® Nominee Showcase—if the nominee receives this email, please respond
confirming or denying participation as a Showcase Presenter within a week of receipt in
order to receive further instructions and have sufficient time to create the showcase.

QUESTIONS?
If you have any questions regarding the nomination form, nomination process, judges’ meeting,
ISE® Program and/or ISE® Awards Gala, please email us at info@ten-inc.com or kmartin@teninc.com.
If you are a solution provider who is interested in being more involved in the ISE® Program and
Awards Gala where your nominee will be celebrated, please email sales@ten-inc.com for more
information.

Thank you for participating in the ISE® Awards Program.
Good luck to your nominee!
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